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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
AUSTRALIA - 27th September 2020

R1 - SUNSHINE COAST | 12:05 | AUD $21,000 |  SUNCOAST FITNESS MDN PLATE

11 BETTER LAD
Finished in the placings over 1000m at this track before going for a break and will strip fitter for a
trial win. Looks well placed here fresh and expected to go close.

88 MISTA OMEGA
Real Saga gelding from the mare Splendorous who is making debut. Fitter for a recent trial
placing and watch for a betting push.

66 GREEN GOLD
Son of Star Witness from the mare Encrypted making debut. Last trial ran 3rd at Gold Coast trial
over 1000m on September 21. Rates well for this and pay to watch market closely.

33 COYNES ROAD
Finished a close second at Toowoomba over 1000m last start. Inside barrier should be of benefit.
Main contender.

1212 THAT'LL BE THE DAY
Performing well since debut placing two races from four starts and could be up to running a big
race here.

R2 - DEVONPORT SYNTHETIC | 12:25 | AUD $17,000 |  DEAN RAWLINGS SENIOR MEM.-BM66

66 FIVEANDFURTHER
Followed up some recent good results with a last start win at this track. Should be competitive
this start, looks a top chance to make it two in row.

33 MISS EXCESS
Should be ready to improve after two runs back, the latest when fth over 1150m at this track.
Fitter again and looks one of the leading chances.

77 VALCURL
Very good second off a break at this track. Placed second up previously and appears capable of
at least doing the same following his latest outing. One of the main contenders.

22 GEE GEES CRICKET
Six-year-old gelding who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this journey. Will
appreciate the 3kg claim.

55 BORN MAGIC
Ran well last start when just out of the market at $11 at this track over 1650m. Can expect
another good run.

R3 - SUNSHINE COAST | 12:40 | AUD $21,000 |  BOB JANE T-MART MAROOCHY. MDN

11 BETTER GET SET
Resumes here after a ve months spell and a 840m Doomben barrier trial where she won. Form
last campaign was excellent and a forward showing is to be expected.

1313 TRIP THE LIGHT
Three-year-old lly who has been thereabouts at the nish at each of her career runs to date. One
of the favourites here.

33 CURVETTA
Daughter of Better Than Ready from the mare Flawless Curves making debut. Last trial won
barrier trial over 850m at Sunshine Coast on Aug 25. Rates well for this and pay to watch market
closely.

77 LADY SHANGHAI
Showed encouraging signs for this race when winning a trial at Deagon over 1050m on
September 15. Looks the goods here.

1212 SPILL QUEEN Placed in a trial and worth keeping safe. Kicks off race career today and worth keeping safe.

R4 - DEVONPORT SYNTHETIC | 13:05 | AUD $17,000 |  LADBROKES SWITCH (BM60)

99 RUNAWAY GIRL Racing consistently well. Strong on speed last time and can win here.

22 GEEGEES BRIGHTSTAR
Hit and miss galloper who ran well below best last time when a 6 length eighth over 1350m at
this track. Rates well on best form and expected to do much better.

11 TROJAN STORM
Running well recently including a last start fourth by 1.5 lengths over 1009m at this track. Rates
highly in this and can break through.

1010 SHEORTA
Running well recently including a last start seventh by 2.25 lengths over 1650m at this track. Has
the ability and expected to run well.

33 MYWORDIS
Showed encouraging signs during rst up run when third at this track on September 13 over
1350m. Improved by first up run. Top chance.
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R5 - SUNSHINE COAST | 13:20 | AUD $30,000 |  REED RACING HCP

33 KINGS FULL
Finished in the placings over 1800m at Gold Coast before going for a break and is fitter for recent
trials, placing at the latest at Deagon. Rates strongly here fresh and expected to be in the nish.
Expected to measure up.

66 SHAUQUIN
Was positioned right up near the speed last start working home well for a fourth at Gold Coast.
Not beaten far on that occasion. Comes into calculations here after latest performance.

55 RED DOULTON
Finished a close second at this track over 1000m in most recent effort. Will receive a good run
from barrier. Main contender.

44 FABULONH
Veteran sprinter who is a 8 time winner, last time when sixth and beaten 2.25 lengths over
1300m at Mackay. Rates only fair but could find form here.

11 SABKHAT
Fairly consistent type who ran well below best latest when 7 lengths ninth over 1630m at
Doomben. Rarely far away and can find best here.

R6 - DEVONPORT SYNTHETIC | 13:41 | AUD $18,000 |  TOORAK TOFF @ KINGSLEY PK-BM74

66 SH'BOURNE REBEL
Returned with a good run when a 0.8 lengths win over 1350m at this track. Consistent overall
record. Has ability and is expected to be in the finish.

33 WILLBY RULES
Seven-year-old gelding who drops in journey since latest effort at this track when second,
finishing 3 lengths off the winner. Leading contender in this small field.

22 BANSTEAD
Before spelling won in harder company at Hobart. Resumed over 1350m at this track where he
boxed on to finish fourth. Sharp improvement likely. Has won against easier. Top chance.

77 GALWAY GIRL
Shooting for a hat-trick of wins after making it two on end with 1.3 lengths win over 1350m at
this track. Going well and can measure up again.

55 DOTHRAKI PRINCESS
Fairly honest mare but does nd it hard to win. Course and distance winner, the latest when third
over 1350m at this track. Thereabouts last time and can sneak into the finish with the right run.

R7 - SUNSHINE COAST | 13:59 | AUD $21,000 |  BLOOMHILL CANCER CARE (BM65)

22 AIR SPIRIT
Lightly raced mare progressing well. Last start posted a 1.3 lengths second over 1000m at this
track. Has the ability and expected to run well.

44 BLACKBOOTS
Was far from disgraced in two city class efforts last time in at Doomben. Looks well placed here
and gets an inside run from the barrier one. Has strong winning claims in this.

11 WRITTEN WITH EASE
Finished in the placings over 1200m at this track before going for a break and tter for placing in
a recent Sunshine Coast Inner Track trial. Has a consistent fresh up record and expected to prove
hard to beat.

55 SUNRISE DANCER
Resumes after a six months break when nishing seventh over 1000m at Murray Bridge. Sound
record fresh and expected to measure up.

77 BEFANA
Fair performances of late none of which have yielded a placing. Has won previously over the
1000m journey. Chance in this.

R8 - MORNINGTON | 14:15 | AUD $140,000 |  R.M. ANSETT CLASSIC

44 TAVIRUN
Well in the market last but ran well below best when a 4.5 lengths fourth over 2400m at
Caulfield. Below par latest but can do much better.

11 OUR BIG MIKE
Handy gelding racing well this campaign including a last start second over 2100m when racing
on the speed and finishing 1.5 lengths of the winner. Honest type and is right in this.

66 MORE THAN EVER
Racing well below best this campaign, the latest when 5.5 lengths sixth over 2500m at
Flemington. Ratings suggest he has claims here.

99 HIGH EMOCEAN
Going well lately, the latest 7 lengths third over 2500m at Moonee Valley. Honest type with four
wins to her name already. Has ability and looks a definite each way hope.

22 HARRISON
Handy stayer racing below best including last start when well held over 1700m at Flemington on
September 12 at long odds. Struggling to find winning form and looks tested again.
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R9 - MORNINGTON | 14:45 | AUD $50,000 |  JACK DOW MEMORIAL (BM70)

1616 FORMENTERA Finished a close second at Rosehill over 1400m in most recent effort. Will take catching.

99 CRIMINAL CODE
Thereabouts since getting off the mark, the latest placed over 2400m last start at Ascot in April.
Drawn well and rates a strong winning chance.

1010 DO YOU RECKON
Handy gelding racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when fth but beaten only 2.5
lengths over 1400m. Rates highly here and looks one of the major players.

55 ZERO DOUBT
Made all last start and came away with a win at this track over 1600m on September 9. Was an
outsider on that occasion and is sure to be higher up in the market here.

1515 WHYKAYOH
Good effort when third at Geelong over 1400m last start. Has claims in this race if he can
reproduce that form today. Looms as a top hope.

R10 - MORNINGTON | 15:20 | AUD $50,000 |  AMY & ASH YARGI RACING (BM78)

1111 SHOTMAKER
Followed up some recent good results with a last start win at Bendigo. Should be competitive
this start, looks well placed.

1313 PINYIN
Broke a drought when returning to winning form last start over 1000m at Cranbourne.
Confidence back and rates among the main hopes.

77 MARITANA
Consistent galloper tter for two runs from a spell, the latest when 1.75 lengths win over 1200m
at this track. Fitter again and is right in this.

99 ROLLING MOSS
Won six times earlier on in his prep, most recently placed third by 2 lengths at this track over
1200m. Rates a strong chance.

88 TOO GOOD TOO HARD
Coming back to racing after ve months off. Has a good record resuming. Hasn't trialled in the
lead up to this so fitness is the only query. Can take this.

R11 - NORTHAM | 15:35 | AUD $25,000 |  DAMIANS PLUMBING HCP (C1)

44 PHANTOM'S STAR
Displayed sharp improvement when breaking through for her maiden win last start at this track.
Jumps from a good draw and can make it back to back wins.

66 ZAALAH
Followed up a win at Belmont Park with a close fourth last start at Belmont Park only beaten 1.2
lengths. Current form suggests will be competitive here.

11 DYNAMIC FORCE
Failed at last run before a spell when tenth over 1800m at Ascot but showed good ability prior to
that including a maiden win. Honest gelding who rates highly here and looks well placed.

55 VICTORIOUSCHINO
Resumes in this after three months off. Goes well fresh. Trialled leading up to this so tness
shouldn't be a query. Can take this.

99 SHAKE THE BLOOM
Lightly raced mare progressing well. Last start posted a 2.75 lengths third over 1300m at York.
Has the ability and is a definite each way hope.

R12 - NORTHAM | 16:15 | AUD $25,000 |  AG IMPLEMENTS HCP (C1)

33 LIES 'N' DECEPTION
Narrowly beaten when running second at York last start only beaten half a length. Looks close to
a win here.

22 NOBLE REFLECTION
Handy gelding tter for two runs back, the latest running on hard to nish third over 1200m at
Belmont Park. Ready to show best after two runs back and looks a leading player.

88 THE FINEST
Five-year-old gelding who drops in trip since latest effort at Belmont Park when fth, nishing 3
lengths off the winner. Appears to be a top chance.

11 MODERN TIMES
Led from start to nish rst up and came away with a win at this track over 1100m on
September 3. Rises in weight on that deserved win. Will be fitter for the outing.

99 NOT MY FIGHT
Recently racing outside the placings, latest was fth beaten by 3 lengths over 1000m at this
track. Each way hope on latest effort.
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R13 - NORTHAM | 16:50 | AUD $25,000 |  AVON VALLEY CONTRACTORS HCP-C3

33 PERI PERI PARA
Progressive and lightly raced gelding. Last time recorded a nose win over 1600m at this track.
Has the ability and looks one of the major players.

22 BRAVE CONTENDER
Nicely rated gelding who scored a close win last start at this track winning by a long neck
starting at $4.50. Can go close here.

66 FROSTY BAY
Returned to the winners circle after a long while last time out at York scoring by one length. Got
the job done latest and looks a leading hope again.

44 RACY AVA
Fitter for recent racing and looks close to a win after nishing second over 1700m at Belmont
Park last time. Going well and is a must for the multiples.

99 ROLL THE GOODTIMES
Poor winning strike rate overall with just two wins from 24 starts, latest was eighth over 2200m
at this track. Rates well and is among the chances.

R14 - NORTHAM | 17:25 | AUD $25,000 |  TABTOUCH BETTER YOUR BET (C3)

11 GILLESPIE
Below par in two runs since a win three back, the latest nishing seventh over 1200m at Belmont
Park. Rates well here and don't overlook.

66 AMASENUS
Progressive and lightly raced mare. Last time recorded a 4 length sixth over 1400m at Belmont
Park. Rates highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

55 ME 'N' TAZ
Missed the placings last time over a longer trip when sixth over 1400m at this track. Rates well
and gets chance to break through.

33 KELLY'S GEM
Showed encouraging signs during rst up run when third at this track on Sep 10 over 1400m.
Should enjoy an ideal run in transit here from barrier two. Rates as being one of the main
contenders.

22 COCKY DODD
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start ran in sixth over 1300m at Belmont Park.
Disappointing latest but don't underestimate.


